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EXPECTATIONS ON CHATBOTS AMONG NOVICE USERS
DURING THE ONBOARDING PROCESS
In recent years a type of Conversational User Interface (CUI)
called chatbots has been more common, these are integrated
and used on various platforms such as Slack, Facebook and
Skype. Chatbots are based on Artificial intelligence and are a
written conversation between a human and an intelligent sys-
tem. One example is Microsoft‘s chatbot Zo, a social chatbot
aimed to entertain. As chatbots are becoming more commonly
occurring, the need to study peoples expectations and demands
is important in order to improve the user experience and usages
of chatbots.

In this paper, a study is presented, looking at the requirements
and expectations of a chatbot by novice users. The study
showed that onboarding is important in order for users to
perform tasks successfully. Onboarding is the process for
new users to become successful when adopting a product. In
the study, eight participants were exposed to two different
chatbots, a human-like and a robot-like, and interviewed about
their thoughts and experiences from using it. The chatbots is
applied to the case of customer support for insurance. The
participants received the tasks; sign a new insurance, cancel
an old one, get a recommendation for an pregnancy insurance
and react on a notification.

The results from the study also illustrate the importance of giv-
ing the user feedback in form of summaries, give system status
of what is going on, sentences from the chatbot should be with
concise information, and being able to handle input indepen-
dent of the formulation. Regardless of which of the chatbots
the participants tried first, they favored the second chatbot
because they perceived it as easier to talk to with less misun-
derstandings. This might indicate a learning curve among
the users and hint towards the need to design for onboarding.

NYA ANVÄNDARES FÖRVÄNTNINGAR PÂ CHATBOTS
UNDER INTRODUKTIONSPROCESSEN
Under de senaste åren har en typ av konversations användar-
gränssnitt, så kallade chatbots, blivit mer vanligt förekom-
mande, dessa är integrerade och använda på diverse plattfor-
mar t.ex Slack, Facebook och Skype. Chatbots är en baserat
på artificiell intelligens och är skriftlig kommunikation mellan
en människa och ett intelligent system. Ett exempel är chat-
boten Zo från Microsoft, det är en social chatbot med syftet
att vara underhållande. I takt med att chatbots börjar blir mer
vanligt förekommande så ökar även behovet av att studera
vilka förväntningar och krav som användare har, för att i sin
tur kunna förbättra användandet samt användarupplevelsen av
chatbots.

I denna artikel presenteras en studie vilken har undersökt vilka
krav och förväntningar som nya användare har på chatbots.
Studien visade att introduktionsprocessen är viktig för att an-
vändare ska kunna utföra uppgifter korrekt. Introduktionspro-
cessen menar på den process som nya användare går igenom
för att bli framgångsrika i användandet när de interagerar med
en produkt. I studien, deltog 8st personer som fick testa två
stycken olika chatbots, en som var mer människolik och en
som var mer robotlik, sedan svara på frågor rörande deras
tankar och uppfattningar från att interagera med dessa. Chat-
bottarna är applicerade inom kundsupport på ett försäkrings-
bolag. Deltagarna fick uppgifterna; teckna en försäkring, avs-
luta en gammal försäkring, be om en rekommendation för en
gravidförsäkring samt uttrycka vad användaren ansåg om en
notifikation.

Resultatet från studien visade även på vikten av att ge använ-
dare återkoppling i form av summeringar, ge system status av
vad som händer, meningar från chatboten ska vara med koncis
information samt att systemet ska kunna hantera alla typer
av svar oavsett formulering. Oberoende på vilken av de två
chatbottarna som användarna interagerade med först, så visade
resultatet att deltagarna föredrog den chatbot de interagerade
med sist pga att den uppfattades som lättare att prata med
samt att det blev färre missförstånd. Detta tycks tyda på en
inlärningskurva hos användarna vilket visar på behovet av att
designa för inlärningsprocessen.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years a type of Conversational User Interface (CUI)
called chatbots has been more common, these are integrated
and used on various platforms such as Slack, Facebook and
Skype. Chatbots are based on Artificial intelligence and are a
written conversation between a human and an intelligent sys-
tem. One example is Microsoft‘s chatbot Zo, a social chatbot
aimed to entertain. As chatbots are becoming more commonly
occurring, the need to study peoples expectations and demands
is important in order to improve the user experience and usages
of chatbots.

In this paper, a study is presented, looking at the requirements
and expectations of a chatbot by novice users. The study
showed that onboarding is important in order for users to
perform tasks successfully. Onboarding is the process for
new users to become successful when adopting a product. In
the study, eight participants were exposed to two different
chatbots, a human-like and a robot-like, and interviewed about
their thoughts and experiences from using it. The chatbots is
applied to the case of customer support for insurance. The
participants received the tasks; sign a new insurance, cancel
an old one, get a recommendation for an pregnancy insurance
and react on a notification.

The results from the study also illustrate the importance of giv-
ing the user feedback in form of summaries, give system status
of what is going on, sentences from the chatbot should be with
concise information, and being able to handle input indepen-
dent of the formulation. Regardless of which of the chatbots
the participants tried first, they favored the second chatbot
because they perceived it as easier to talk to with less misun-
derstandings. This might indicate a learning curve among the
users and hint towards the need to design for onboarding.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years a growing interest can be seen within the usage
of chatbot, for tasks such as managing the calendar, searching
for cheap flights or just for having a entertaining discussion.

Their presence on the market increased during 2016 with prod-
ucts such as Skype, Kik and Messenger, integrating chatbots
on their platforms [9].

Chatbots, are a written conversation, e.g a messaging chat, be-
tween an intelligent system and a human [28] [9]. Chatbots
typically use contextual awareness along with perceptive- and
artificial intelligence listening [13]. A common aim when
designing chatbots is to make them interact using natural lan-
guage [2] while also allowing humans to express themselves
as natural as possible within the limits of the platform [22].

Often the purpose of chatbots is to let humans perform tasks
and get answers through a conversation, where the chatbot
in some cases simulates being a human [28]. For instance
Microsoft‘s Zo [12], it is a chatbot with the persona of a
19 year old teenage girl named Zo. She is asking the user
straightforward questions, twisting the users answers and is
unwilling to talk about politics. She also reminds you when
you haven‘t talked for a while. Zo is just one example used
for entertaining conversations integrated in the messaging app
Kik. When having a conversation the user can interact by
typing in free text and send pictures, gifs or emojis, all which
are supported by Kik‘s platform. Another example is Uber,
integrated in Facebook Messenger, where the user has the
ability to request, view and pay for an Uber directly in the
conversation flow in Facebook Messanger [33]. In this paper
the focus is on chatbots where the user interacts either through
free textual input or pre-defined answers, and where a calendar
is integrated in the conversation flow.

Due to the purpose of the study, two chatbots was created.
The chatbots was situated in an insurance context and within
the role of a customer support. There are a lot of possibilities
with chatbots within this type of domain, chatbots can com-
prehend and process complex information, are good at task
fulfillment [11], information management and the messaging
interfaces is an effective frictionless interface according to
Robert Dale [9]. Hence chatbots are good at managing cus-
tomer support questions, and in cases where it becomes too
complicated due to social practices the chatbot can transfer
the customer to an operator [6]. We can now see a trend
where companies, e.g SEB [27] and Rapidly [26], are in-
vestigating the possibility of using chatbots to automate more
of the customer support workflow. Where the chatbots will
use Artificial Intelligence (AI) to help service operators to
communicate with customers in an affordable way [26].
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In this paper, a study is presented focusing on expectations
and demands from customers, and so it pose the research ques-
tion: what expectations and demands does a novice user have,
when interacting with a chatbot within an insurance domain?.
For this study two different chatbots have been developed and
designed to help users signing up for an insurance, canceling
a re-ordered insurance, get a recommendation and act on a
push notification. The chatbots differ in their characteristics,
one has a more human-like character and the other a more
robot-like. In the study, eight participants interact with the two
chatbots to perform a set of predefined insurance tasks. This
was followed by a semi-structured interview in which the par-
ticipants had to reflect on their expectations and experiences
with the chatbots.

Delimitations
This study will solely focus on investigating users expectations
based on their interaction with the chatbot, based on textual
input using a keyboard.

BACKGROUND
With a Conversational User Interface (CUI) the design of in-
teraction could become more intuitive, accessible and efficient
[5]. Among the most widely distributed examples of CUI and
cognitive assistants we find Apple Siri, Microsoft‘s Cortana
Amazone Alexa and Google now Assistant [21]. According to
Sam Lessin CUI may result in “a fundamental shift that is go-
ing to change the types of applications that get developed“ [16,
p. 6]. Today a Graphical User Interface (GUI) handles the
translation between humans and computers. However a GUI is
restricted to the screen, and the advantage of a CUI is that it al-
lows users “to talk about hypothetical objects or future events
that have no graphical representation“ [13, p. 3] according to
Ron Kaplan, lead in Nuance Communications NLU R&D Lab
in Silicon Valley. In the long run CUI in combination with
big data and machine learning the intelligent interface can
understand our needs and intents, it will learn how to adapt to
us and our surrounding [13].

Chatbots
Some of the earliest work within human-machine dialogues in
a HCI perspective can be traced back to J.C.P. Licklider and
Doug Engelbart and their work on Man-machine symbiosis
and interactive computing with augmenting human intellect at
the beginning of 1960 [10] [18] . The idea of a chatbot system
then originated in 1964-1966 at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology [34] by Weizenbaum. Weizenbaum implemented
a chatbot called ELIZA, which is an early natural language
processing computer program developed to demonstrate the
communication between human and machine [2]. The basic
chatbot architecture was built upon pattern matching rules
and a large number of categories matching the input pattern
to an output through a template [34] [6]. One way that pat-
tern matching is used in chatbots today are with AIML-files,
Artificial Intelligence Mark-up Language. AIML derivatives
from XML, Extensible Mark-up Language, which was first
developed for the chatbot ALICE 1995 to “enable people to
input dialogue pattern knowledge into chatbots“ [5, p. 681].
The AIML makes it possible to avoid several issues concern-
ing natural language processing and makes it easy to setup
dialogue scenarios [6].

Chatbots are today used in many forums, some examples are
Facebook Messenger, Slack, WeChat, Telegram, Skype, Kik
and Houndify. All these messaging platforms typically enable
for developers to build their own chatbots using the messaging
interface. Since chatbot technology now has become widely
integrated into these platforms [6], we begin to see a broad
variety of chatbots within different domains. For instance,
Brisboten [8] was launched in 2016 with the purpose of reach-
ing out to kids and give an advice concerning common youth
problems. Brisboten is integrated in Facebook and Kik. Other
examples are the customer online support chatbot Luvo by
the Royal Bank of Scotland which uses IBM Watson as a
framework, Medx‘s Ada [3] with symptoms assessment, Mi-
crosoft‘s Tay with the purpose of mimic a teenage girl and to
learn from interacting with humans, and Microsoft‘s Zo, with
the same purpose. Tay was launched on Twitter compared to
Zo who was launched on Kik. Furthermore, several chatbots
were launched in association with the Presidential election in
the US, one of them developed by The New York Times‘ [17].
Finally Lufthansa Mildred [20] which searches for cheap
flight tickets through Facebook messenger.

A particular form of chatbots are Conversational Agents (CA).
The difference between a chatbot and a CA was defined by
Pustejovsky [25]. According to the definition a CA intends to
carry out tasks, have a long term memory and personal knowl-
edge of the user which thus enables it to create a foundation
for a longer relationship between the agent and the user.

One problem with chatbots is the fact that they “lack the capa-
bility to correctly manage social conversational practices“ [6,
p. 2]. Augello et al. [6] urges for an increased attention to
‘more social‘ chatbots with a social identity and the ability to
recognize social attitude. Despite the chatbots limited man-
agement of the dialogue, Augello et al. continues to say there
are six elements which need to be included in order to get the
characteristics of a social practice; Physical context, Social
context, Activities, Plan patterns, Meaning and Competences.
The Physical context refers to the setting of the dialogue, lo-
cation of practice, the user and the agent (human or robot).
The second parameter, Social context, includes the different
behaviors that can be expected inside the social practice, from
giving the chatbot a personality. Activity and Plan patterns
defines which actions the agent can take as well as the set of
scenes of different paths for the dialogue. Meaning refers to
the agents social activities, plans and Competence includes the
agents abilities of performing the activity of social practices.

In a study [21] from 2016, Ewa Luger and Abigail Seller, who
conducted the study, investigated the “current interactional
factors in an everyday use“ of CAs and found that users ex-
pectations of CAs are far from the practical realities of use.
According to their study “the nature of CA human-computer
dialogue was, as one might suppose, limited“ which was found
to be due to the dissonance between user expectations and the
pragmatics of CA communication, referring to which language
to use in the specific system, when assessing the system in-
telligence. Which could be related to what Donald Norman
describes as the ‘gulf of execution and evaluation‘. The Gulf
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responds to in which degree the‘interaction possibilities of an
artifact correspond to the intentions of the person and what
that person perceives is possible‘ [31]

2016 Adrian Zumbrunnen develop a social chatbot on the web.
Learnings from the development were presented in an article
[36] with nine guidelines for implementing a chatbot. The
guidelines were the following: 1. Writing becomes more and
more important to our craft, 2. Isolated messages don‘t feel
human, 3. Delightful details, 4. Conversational context shapes
topics, 5. The hidden “specials“, 6. Timing changes interpre-
tation, 7. Animation becomes part of the conversation, 8. A
chat can convey things a website can‘t and 9. A conversation
can leave the canvas. Generally the nine key rules says the
chatbot should support the feeling of curiosity by adding hid-
den features, handling response time, copy writing, how to
shape the conversation to the users and the question of what
happens when including unexpected happenings, such as push
notifications.

Dialogue architecture
Conversational technology is growing in usage and provides
the possibility to use text or speech as an input to a user in-
terface, creating an artificial dialogue between human and
computer. Chatbots are built upon a dialogue system. Gabriel
Skantze [30], associate professor at KTH, is specialized in di-
alogue systems, and states that there are two different kinds of
dialogue systems, command-based systems and conversational
systems. These are different both from a technical and a usage
point of view. While command-based systems are distributed
among commercial products in large scale and are easy to
implement, the conversational systems are more complex and
difficult to construct as they encourage free speech, therefore
these exist mainly within the academia.

In order for a dialogue to take place, the system has to go
through multiple stages of processing. At first, when input
is received, the system has to first track and then understand
the input in relation to the context. Secondly, the system has
to find an appropriate response to the situation [1]. Dialogue
interfaces are most commonly used in a real-time setting since
it is by nature a real-time process, hence the response time of
a question or statement by the user has to be within the next
few seconds [19].

The strength of a dialogue system is that the user can speak
in a natural way [2] and the system could pick up necessary
keys of information by inferring the most likely meaning of
the words. If the user sends the input to a restaurant booking
app, the system knows the user‘s intention, number of guests
and the time for the dinner“Hi, I would like to book a table
for two at 8pm“ [11]. However, the day and the restaurant for
the dinner still needs to be conveyed in order to complete the
booking. Therefore, the system has to select an appropriate
action to gain this information, and one way is to simply ask
for the missing information.

Another important behavior of the dialogue system is to avoid
repetitions of the answers, otherwise it brings the conversation
to become unnatural according to Klüwer [14]. One way of
avoiding this is by including small talk in the conversation,
which also has shown that agents who have deviated from

talk tasks to social talk are perceived as more trustful [7]
and entertaining [15]. However, in order to build a dialogue
system that acts normal it needs to have a very large database
with sentences so that it could give reasonable answers to all
potential interactions, according to Abdul-Kader et al. [1].

In this process many errors are likely to occur, for example
the system might misinterpret a phrase and thereby give an
incorrect answer. The meaning of a word often depends on the
context, so the dialogue system must be capable of tracking the
history of the conversation to identify the users intentions in
order to make the best possible order of actions. This is known
to be the most complicated problem in artificial intelligence,
according to Lison [19], since the reasoning is based on a high
level of uncertainty where a lot of pieces in the information
might be faulty or ambiguous, thus affecting the sequential
decision-making in the long run. In the systems used today,
error management is mostly done by using confidence scores
for each recognition hypothesis. If the confidence score is low,
the system must trigger an error strategy, such as responding
with clarifying questions to identify the users actual intent
[19].

Learning the pragmatics of a conversational system

When a user first encounters a dialogue system, which they
have no knowledge about, the interactions has to play out
as natural as possible to them. By learning to manage the
conversation the user will gradually adjust how they talk to
the robot by changing their expectations and behavior as they
unfolds. This change of behavior was found by Pelikan et al.
[24] where they investigated how to make the interaction work
with a robot. According to Pelikan et al. [24] the chatbot has
to support the onboarding of the user. In order for the user to
interact effectively with the chatbot, the input language has to
be adapted to the chatbots needs, the onboarding is part of this
adaption when the user learns the pragmatics of the chatbot.
Pragmatics is the rules for the social language [4].

The difficult part of designing a communicative intelligent sys-
tem is the absence of certainty on how users will interact with
the systems, which indicates a need for designers to under-
stand the context and the users need and intentions [35]. From
a study conducted by Pelikan et al. [24], it was discovered
that “participants are quick in adapting to the robot‘s needs
and capabilities by modifying their turn design. As the robot
only proceeds when a word is produced that it can understand,
adopting in the word selection is fast and learning takes place
mainly in the beginning of the interaction“ [24, p. 4929]. In
order to understand how to better adapt the chatbot to mini-
mize the need for users to adapt, this paper seeks to understand
the high-level factors of user experience, the expectations and
the demands of the interaction with a chatbot in a customer
service context within the domain of insurance.

METHOD
To investigate the stated research question a user study was
conducted with eight participants (P1-P8). Among the partic-
ipants were six men and two were women all aged between
24-66. All participants considered themselves being novice
users of CUI, which was a screening criteria for participation
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since the study aimed to investigate novice users experience
and expectations. The participants previous experience of us-
ing CUIs and chatbots was from guidance on shopping sites
(P1), getting telecom customer services (P2, P4, P5, P8), or-
dering train and flights tickets (P2), using slack (P3, P6) and
getting access to functionalities on the phone through Apple
Siri (P7).

The user study session consisted of two parts, both docu-
mented by video and screen recording. As a note, in two of the
eight user tests the documentations was only in voice record-
ings due to technical problems with the video recording. The
test started with a semi-structured interview with general ques-
tions to identify the participants previous encounter with CUI
apps in addition to their thoughts on and expectations of such
interfaces. The interview had a set of pre-defined questions,
but depending on the user‘s answers additional questions was
in some cases asked in order to gain a thorough understanding.
In the second part the participants interacted with two differ-
ent kinds of chatbots, named Sarah and Caroline. Both of
the prototypes were chatbots developed for the purpose of the
study and designed to answer questions regarding insurance
issues. The order for which chatbot the user should start with
were randomly selected before each test session, resulting in
P1-P3 starting with the chatbot Caroline and P4-P8 starting
with chatbot Sarah. The participants were asked to perform
the following tasks using each prototype:

1. Order a car insurance

2. Get a recommendation for a pregnancy insurance

3. Cancel a pre-signed home insurance

4. Reflect upon a push notification message

In Task 1-3 the users had to interact with the prototypes, in
Task 4 the users had to reflect and give thoughts on the message
sent to them. In the cases where the chatbot did not understand
the input and replied with either: “sorry I didn‘t get that,
could you please tell me one more time“ or “Sorry could you
please repeat that? “, counted as an error. The amount of
input iterations the users had to do, i.e. amount of errors,
before the chatbot identified the input correctly is referred to
as error rates.

After interacting with each prototype the participants were
asked to give feedback on the functionality, the dialogue flow
and the feeling of chatting with each chatbot. The user test
was carried out on both a 13-inch macbook air computer and
on an iPad air through the safari web browser.

Sarah & Caroline: Two Customer Service Chatbots
The two chatbots were designed to support the user in two dif-
ferent ways, Sarah was designed to offer pre-defined answers
and Caroline offered more freedom in the answers. Augello

[6] argued that social chatbots should contain six elements;
physical context, social context, activities, plan patterns, mean-
ing and competences. All which are supported in the chatbot
Sarah by giving it a personality, giving guidance in the initial
message of her abilities. Furthermore have the ability to in-
tegrate other features to the conversation, such as a calendar.
Caroline is designed to strictly have similarities with a robot,
to be to the point, and have no human-like personality in order
to investigate users response and how that may affect their
expectations and behavior. As a general guide when designing
chatbots, insights from an article by Zumbrunnen [36] in-
spired when creating Sarah with unexpected elements, button
alternatives and response time.

In this paper, the developed chatbots have no former memory
of the users. However, one of the chatbots, Sarah, mimics the
functionality of having knowledge of the users by greeting
them by their name. If the chatbots were to be implemented
on an insurance site the intention is to have the characteristics
of a CA defined by Pustejovsky [25].

Chatbot disparities

Sarah was constructed with a background story and a per-
sonality in order to make it more human-like. Furthermore,
qualities such as delay time, where the time varied depending
on the message length, typing awareness indicators when re-
sponding was included and the response message was divided
into multiple ones. The chatbot accepted written input and in
cases where there were closed-ended questions the answering
alternatives were presented as buttons. She had a personal
and friendly tone, gave additional information and tips even
though the user did not ask for it. She also used; emojis, ex-
clamation marks, no big letters, misspellings and welcomed
the user by first name, and finally she offered to integrate the
calendar in the chat when talking about dates. The choice of
characteristics were inspired by Zumbrunnens [36] insights,
Augello‘s et al. [6] sex elements and key factors for including
small talk by Abdul-Kader et al. [1].

Caroline, on the other hand, was constructed with a more
minimalistic and robotic appearance. Therefore it was decided
that it should have no delays when responding. It was also
designed to reply with short and concrete answers and give no
more information than what it was asked for by the user. It
also responded with a single message with all the information
and did not provide any pre-defined buttons with answers.

Implementation of Sarah and Caroline
The dialogue sentences and tree structures of the two proto-
types were developed using Chatfuel1, a web-based develop-
ment platform for creating AI chatbots with Facebook integra-
tion.
1Chatfuel, Available: https://chatfuel.com, [2017-01-09]
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Figure 1. The Figure illustrates the process from an input till an output
from the chatbot. The input from the user is sent to the dashboard in
Chatfuel where a Natural Language Processing (NLP) unit processes it
and together with Artificial Intelligence (AI) unit calculates a correlation
number of which of the sentences in the sentence bank has the highest
possibility to match. All sentences have rules which must be fulfilled in
order to find the best match. If the dashboard finds a sentence with high
correlation it is sent to the Facebook API and presented to the user, else
a default message is sent to the user asking to repeat the input.

The chatbots had their own dashboard in Chatfuel where rules
for the conversation were set up. When a customer initiates a
conversation with any of the two chatbots a welcome message
appears asking what the customer would like help with. Based
on the written input the chatbot tries to recognize similar
phrases in the dashboard using Natural Language Processing
(NLP), then it sends a pre-defined answer with the highest
correlation back to the user. If the chatbot cannot find anything
in the dashboard that correlates to the input a default message
is sent to encourage the user to repeat their question, which
is a design strategy for handling errors similar to the theory
of error managing described by Skantze [29]. The dialogue
can then take different paths in the structure depending on the
user‘s intention. The entire dialogue structure can be seen in
Figure 1.

RESULTS
In the study all participants managed to perform the tasks but
with varying error amounts, none of the participants made
it through the test with zero errors. On an overall level, the
study showed that five of the eight participants (P1-P3, P5, P6)
expressed that they favored a more personal touch in the con-
versation, presented in Sarah, and they appreciated moments
when the chatbot expressed happiness. P1 appreciated when
the chatbot congratulated the fortune of getting a baby:

“It felt nice of her to care about me“ (P1).

However, when the users were supposed to perform tasks with
a specific goal such as signing up for an insurance or canceling
an old one, both P4 and P8 expressed a desire for the chatbot
to be more concise and straight to the point (qualities similar
to those of Carolines).
The results collected from Task 4, ‘give feedback on a push
notification‘, showed that all of the participants perceived the

notification as good information. However P2 and P3 thought
it could intimidate rather than provide service. P2 expressed:

“with an alert you think of an ad. [..] It is good but you close
the alert anyway because you think it just wants to sell more
insurances because it is from that kind of company“ (P2).

In the test the notification message was informing the user
of an increased amount of car thefts in the users home area,
whereupon it gave advise on how to take precautions. P6
expressed that if the message would give you credibility to
the content, maybe in this case a link to the police website
verifying the information, then P6 thought of the feature as
good service provided by the company. Especially if the
message was personalized and of interest to the user.

Learning to Use the Chatbots
When learning to use the chatbots all participants were ob-
served to initially use natural language as though the chatbot
were a person. In those cases where the intent of the input
was not understood by the chatbot, usually due to misinterpre-
tations or lack of ability to find a correlating answer on the
system side, the upcoming series of sentences became shorter
for each iteration. Until, in some cases, only the essential key-
words remained. An example is when P4 was performing Task
2, ‘to get a recommendation for a pregnancy insurance‘, with
Caroline. The first input sentence was “I need a child insur-
ance, which one should I get? “ which was not understood and
the user entered “child insurance, which one? “, once again
the chatbot failed to find a correlation. When finally entering

“Child insurance“ the intent of the sentence was identified and
lead the user into the right path. In the same task it took P6
eight iterations before the chatbot finally interpreted the sen-
tence correctly. The error rate for each participant and Task is
illustrated in Figure 2 for Sarah and Figure 3 for Caroline.

Average error rate

By calculating the average error rate for each task there could
be a measurement of how well the tasks was performed over
all by all the users. This was calculated by for each task
adding all the error rates for those participants who had the
same starting order of the chatbots, P1-P3 in one group and
P4-P8 in an other. Then deviding the sum by the amount of
participants. E.g with Task 1 for P1-P3 had the error rate 1,0,1
resulting in the sum 2. By dividing by 3 the average rate 0,67
was calculated for Task 1 for those who started with Caroline
and then Sarah. The average error rate for all tasks is presented
in Table 1.

When the users entered the conversation with the first chatbot
(P1-P3 Caroline and P4-P8 Sarah) and performed the first task,
‘order an insurance‘, five participants (P2, P5-P8) managed to
perform the task successfully without any errors. The average
error rate for Task 1 was 0,6 if Sarah was the first encountered
chatbot, and 0,67 for Caroline. The average error rate for
tasks 1-3 is presented in Table 1. Task 4 is not presented in
Table 1 since it was a question for discussion and reflection.
In the second task the average error rate was 1,4 with Sarah
and 2,67 for Caroline, hence only two participants (P4, P5)
managed to finish the task without any errors, whereas P5 had
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Figure 2. This illustrates the error rate in each Task for P1-P8 when interacting with the chatbot Sarah.

Figure 3. This illustrates the error rate in each Task for P1-P8 when interacting with the chatbot Caroline. Note: P1-P3 had the start order Caroline-
Sarah P4-P8 had start order Sarah-Caroline
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the same success rate in the previous task. In Task 3,‘cancel an
insurance‘, four participants (P1-P3, P6) solved it without any
problems; the highest error rate was 2 (P4, P5) with chatbot
Sarah and with an average error rate of 1,2 for Sarah and 0,0
for Caroline.

Transferring learning effects to the second chatbot

All cases but two, performing Task 2 (Caroline) and Task 3
(Sarah), resulted in a lower error rate when interacting with
the second chatbot, seen in Table 1. This regardless of whether
the second chatbot was Sarah or Caroline. P3 stated:

“you learned how to interact with it since you already did the
same tasks with the other chatbot“(P3).

However, the average error rate did not decrease after each
task performed with the same chatbot. For example, when
interacting with Sarah the average error rate was; Task 1: 0,6,
Task 2: 1,4 and Task 3: 1,2. In all cases the Task 2 average
rate had increased if comparing with the value in Task 1. In
the column ‘order independent‘ it can be observed that the
average error rate for Sarah increased for each task, and for
Caroline it fluctuates.

Order Sarah-Caroline Caroline-Sarah Order independent

Bot 1.S 2.C 1.C 2.S S C

Task 1 0,6 0,2 0,67 0,0 0,38 0,38
Task 2 1,4 2,4 2,67 1,0 1,25 2,5
Task 3 1,2 0,2 0,0 2,0 1,5 0,3

Table 1. The grid presents the average error rate at each Task for each
chatbot. ‘S‘ stands for Sarah and ‘C‘ for Caroline. The number before
each letter indicates the starting order of the interaction. The right two
columns present the average error rate in total, independent on starting
order.

The way the participants formulated sentences when inter-
acting with Sarah or Caroline changed from being long and
complex to shorter and more consistent the further into the
test they got. Participant P2 used the following language in
the first interaction with Caroline in Task 1:

Participant: “I want to order an insurance“
Caroline: “Okey, which insurance do you want? “
Participant: “One for my car“

When the user later was instructed to do the same Task with
Sarah it was the following dialog:

Participant: “car insurance“
Sarah: “fantastic! It is always good to have a car insurance,
you never know what happens“

Language used

Several users (P1-P3, P6) started with initial phrases such as
“Hi“, “Hi, how are you? “ followed by introducing the problem
or the background story to the problem they had and finally
asking for the service they were looking for. P6 gave this
input in the first task “Hi, I have a car and want to purchase
insurance for it“. The participants (P1-P8) were observed
using natural language when presenting their issues, in some

cases describing their problems with rich details, this sentence
was used by P8 in the second task “I would like to cancel my
house insurance that I signed [up for] last week since I got a
better offer from another firm“ (P8).

Figure 4. The following pictures illustrate the environment in which the
user interacted with the chatbots. To the left is Caroline and to the right
Sarah, both launched at Facebook with the names Mobi-Caroline and
Mobi-Sarah. Both pictures illustrates the initial state and the first ques-
tion has been asked “Hi, I would like an insurance, could you help me?

“.

The welcome message, presented by the two chatbots (Figure
4), affected how the users formulated themselves in the rest
of the conversation since the message gave the user different
expectations on the chatbots abilities. For instance, Caroline‘s
welcome message was formulated as an open question: ‘Hi,
what do you need help with? ‘ and was perceived as giving
more opportunities:

“you are expecting that the chatbot is really clever when
the question is this open [...] because the chatbot starts to
use open questions it feels good to answer back in an open
question. And you also want to answer in a more proper way,
I guess, it feels more appropriate“ (P2).

Sarah had the initial message ‘I‘m Sarah, I can help you with
all sorts of questions, or just type a word and I will tell you
more about it :)‘, was perceived as more restricted regard-
ing the input format. By informing the user of the expected
input format, as well as guiding information of what the chat-
bot could handle, P2 expressed that it gave comfort in the
conversation:

“It felt much easier now when she said ‘just type a word and
I will tell you more about it“‘ (P2).

Another important issue affecting the language used in the
dialogue is whether or not the chatbot presented itself as a
chatbot. According to P6 it is always important that the chatbot
presents itself as a chatbot in order to set up the conditions for
the conversation. If the chatbot omits this information the user
could get an idea of speaking to a human operator and thereby
have the expectations of being able to write in anyway they
like and the operator would be able to pick up on the intent
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and give a correct answer. This was seen in conversations with
Sarah since she did not introduce herself fully, P1 perceived
difficulties regarding this:

“it didn‘t really respond to my question like a normal person.
She didn‘t understand if I said something that was a bit off
topic“ (P1).

However if the chatbot presented itself as a chatbot in the
initial dialogue messages, both user P2 and P6 reasoned that
their used language could be adjusted to be easier and more
to the point. The user would also be more forgiving in faulty
situations when things go wrong:

“cause the chatbot never knows what the user will say“ (P2).

The user thereby gets a higher patience level if the system
would not understand something and ask the user to repeat
themselves. The conditions for this issue made P6 conclude:

“if the chatbot is able to take the Turing test it does not have
to present itself as a chatbot, but in all other cases it should“
(P6).

The Turing test is a test, designed by Alan Turing in 1950, to
exhibit if a machine could have the ability to be equivalent or
indistinguishable in the behavior of a human being. Turing
based the test by proposing the question ‘Could machines
think? ‘ with the idea that if a human is conversation with a
machine but cannot determine if it is machine or a human, the
criteria for human intelligence is fulfilled [32].

Expectations and Evaluations of the Chatbots
The expectations for what the chatbots could accomplish was,
firstly, that it would be able to handle all sort of questions
regarding insurances independent on how the sentences was
formulated by the user. P1 and P6 expected the chatbot to have
a huge sentence database to be able to understand all sorts of
text formulations. In order to be:

“able to have a complete discussion between the user and the
chatbot, as if it was a human“ (P1).

Secondly, P3, P4 and P7 wanted the chatbot to be able to give
specific and knowledgeable information about a question, as
an alternative to searching on the web:

“The chatbot will give you the information directly since it
has access to all the information and belongs to the company“
(P3).

This indicates that the expectations is that the chatbot would
need less effort to get the information the user are looking
for, while also providing accurate and relevant information.
Another area where chatbots could be beneficial, according to
P5, is that the user could get instant personal support without
any queue time. P5 also expects the information, about the
products and services, to be presented in a better and more
effective way then on a website. Furthermore, P5, P7 and P8
did not see any benefits with using the chatbot for signing up
for insurances due to the thought that it would be difficult to
get hold of the agreement information in the chatbots. Here
expressed by P8:

“I think it is hard to read the fine printed text on paper, with
all the terms and conditions, and it would be even harder on a
computer“ (P8),

Instead, P8 would prefer talking to a human operator since
insurance is such a delicate and important service and there
could be major implications if something would go wrong.
Additionally, P5 preferred a human operator due to a mistrust
of the technology level of chatbots:

“I don‘t think the technology is there yet for us to ask a
complex question and get an intelligent answer back, therefore
I would like to talk to a person to know exactly what I‘m
signing up for“ (P5).

Anxieties with a chatbot

When using a chatbot for an insurance company, one anxiety
that surfaced (P3) concerned security and whether the infor-
mation that the customer would tell the chatbot would be kept
safe. Other participants, P4-P6 and P8 expressed anxieties
regarding the chatbots interpretive capabilities and the con-
sequences of misinterpretation. For instance, what happens
if the chatbot would misinterpret the input and register the
wrong user details which later get confirmed or signed. P1, P2
and P7 expressed no anxieties in the usage at all.

The prefered chatbot

6 out of the 8 participants favored the chatbot they tested
last. But since the order of presentation was randomized for
each session no conclusions can be drawn regarding which
of the chatbots was preferred the most without considering
any dependencies on the order. The starting order for the
chatbot for each participant along with the preferred chatbot
are presented in Table 2.

Preferred chatbot

Sarah-Caroline Caroline-Sarah Preferred

P1 x Sarah
P2 x Sarah
P3 x Sarah
P4 x Caroline
P5 x Sarah
P6 x Sarah
P7 x Caroline
P8 x Caroline

Table 2. The table presents the prefered chatbot for each participant,
since the prefered chatbot are conditional to the starting order of the
chatbot that information is also included in the table.

Those who preferred Sarah said that it was easier to maintain
the conversation with her, that they appreciated the typing
awareness indicator, and that they liked the personal touch
with congratulations and advises that made the conversation
more easy going and fun (P1). This was ascribed to the human
qualities by one participant:

“I liked that it was more human-like“ (P3).

Additionally, P2 specifically liked that it gave more instruc-
tions in the beginning of the conversation.
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P4, P7 and P8, who all favored Caroline, liked that it was
to the point with no extra information, that it was concise
in the answers, and that it used a correct language with no
misspelling or emojis. As expressed by P8:

“I don‘t want her opinions, I just want an insurance“ (P8).

The one thing that P7, who otherwise preferred Caroline, pre-
ferred with Sarah was that it had button options with prede-
fined answers to some questions, and the typing awareness
indicator. The fact that Caroline introduced herself as a chat-
bot, made user P4 associate this conversation to previous ones
with robots:

“I liked that it was to the point and since it acts as a robot,
and you know a robot just follows an protocol and never makes
anything wrong“ (P4).

Suggestions for improvements
When the participants were asked what would be a perfect chat-
bot to them, several interesting reflections emerged ranging
from desired characteristics, communication, functionalities
to the ability of integrating other features, such as calender or
apps, into the conversation.

Chatbot’s has to tell the user that it is a chatbot and what it
can do. This is an important characteristic according to all
participants, in order for them to get the right expectations of
the conversations. P8 said it would be nice if it directly could
present the most common options in an image grid, both to
support the conversation flow and to make it easy for the user
to effectively go to a specific topic. The chatbot should also
complement suggested alternatives with other suggestions in
order for it to be perceived as impartial:

“It is nice to have a couple of other insurance shown as well,
okey this is the best but what are the others and why have
others if this is the best“ (P2).

The same approach could be used in cases where there is an
uncertainty of the input, then the chatbot could display the
options with the highest correlation along with a question

‘Could this be something you are looking for? ‘, instead of just
asking the user to repeat the question, expressed by P4 and P5.
Another characteristic concerning whether or not the chatbot
should express thoughts varied among the participants. P6
suggested the chatbot should always give alternatives to the
user, e.g to get more information or go straight to the point. In
this way the chatbot could be designed to address the preferred
dialogue structure for different target groups. It should also in
all cases keep a correct and formal language, according to P8.

In respect to how the communication and interaction should be
designed, the ability for the chatbot to detect and comprehend
if the user entered several information in a single input was
desired by P1, P2, P7 and P8. For example when P8 entered
the following text in Task 2:

“I would like to cancel my house insurance that I signed
[up for] last week since I got a better offer from another firm“
(P8),
the chatbot should directly pick up on the details ‘cancel‘,
‘house insurance‘, ‘last week‘ and go directly to the cancel

insurance track, and skip asking which insurance to cancel.
The chatbot should also have the power of performing upsells
of customers insurances, e.g upgrading a current insurance. In
cases when the user wants to cancel an insurance the chatbot
could present the options ‘canceling the insurance‘ or ‘try
to talk me over‘. This act, of trying to convince the user to
stay, would be similar to how a regular human operator would
handle the situation according to P4 and P6.

Another desired functionality is that the chatbot should always
keep the user informed of the system status. This could apply
in many situations, but within the conversation the status could
be in form of typing awareness indicator or a text displaying

“X is typing..“. In regards to keeping the user informed on what
has been agreed upon, the chatbot should give summaries in
order for the user to make adjustments before continuing. The
chatbot should also make sure not to put pressure on the user
to take decisions upfront in the chat and allow for the user
to think through such things thoroughly. A suggestion was
that it could give the user an ID number for the conversation,
so that the user can returns to previous conversations while
maintaining customer status and previous decisions. Another
alternative is to tell the user that the chatbot will get back to
them in a couple of days and ask if the user have any more
questions or if they wants help with signing up. When it is
time to sign P7 thought that the process should be ‘sealed‘ by
entering a verification code confirmed through the use of (e.g)
sms or e-mail, could be one way to prevent identity forgery.

The last desire amongst most of the participants (P1-P7) was
to be able to integrate other features in the conversation, such
as a calendar, which proved to be appreciated due to its con-
venience. However, if the chatbot wants to integrate such
features there has to be a clear agreement and approval of
what actions the chatbot is allowed to perform.

In a hypothetical future where there are no limits to what a
chatbot could do, P1 would like to have a chatbot with possi-
bilities similar to the virtual personal assistant Jarvis in Iron
man, i.e being able to connect anything, process conclusions
and take part in a discussion with its own opinions, personality
and thoughts.

DISCUSSION
Based on the user study a chatbot used within insurance should
be personal and human-like, probably since insurance is such a
delicate and important area so users feel more comfortable and
secure if it feels like they are talking to a human. However, the
chatbot must be to the point and give precise answers. In some
cases the chatbot could even be robotic, e.g when performing
straightforward actions such as signing an insurance, since the
user knows exactly what they want to accomplish. The choice
of designing a chatbot to be personal or robotic has more to
it than only the characteristics. It seems to depend partially
from previous experience, habits and interests, but also from
the usage error rate. This was stated by observing how the
users interacted with the two chatbots as well as from what
was said in the interviews.

The user studies showed that independently of whether partici-
pants started with Caroline or Sarah, which had different levels
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of initial guiding, the input text were similar even though Sarah
specifically said that the user could use keywords. This could
be explained by Pelikan’s et al. [24] study of how users adapts
to the robots needs. In the initial state of the chatbot, where the
user does not have any previous experience with it, the user
will of course just follow their regular use of language. Inde-
pendently of whether the users started with Sarah or Caroline
those who had interacted with a CUI before entered previ-
ous knowledge to the interaction, such as being short in the
answers and only using keywords. For example P7, who fre-
quently used Apple Siri was used to keeping it short and only
including essentials in the input. Similar as in the Pelikan et al
study we could see the trend of users adapting their language
over time in order to adjust to the robots need. Those users
who started with Sarah had the button options ‘yes‘ or ‘no‘
when given a closed-ended question. When later interacting
with Caroline they were observed using the same answers and
responding quicker to the closed-ended questions compared to
those who had Caroline first. This entails some sort of learning
effect from using the first chatbot to the second.

Something noticed throughout the study was that the partici-
pants did not read longer texts. This could affect the outcome
of the dialogue since the whole communication depends on
written information. This indicates that text should be short,
hence it must be concise and to the point. Although in some
cases there might be a need of sending longer pieces of text
e.g when giving a summery, informing conditions or giving
some sort of an explanation. In those cases maybe a solution
could be to divide the text into pieces with a delay between
them. The delay both gives a feeling of someone writing, but
it also making it possible for the user to read one message
before retrieving the next. An other solution could be to send
the information in an email.

The importance of onboarding
For people to use chatbots in a successful way it seems that if
the onboarding process is essential and could have an crucial
impact on how the chatbot is perceived. For example in 6
out of 8 cases the second chatbot interacted with, was the
one the users preferred the most. However, was this due to
the design of the chatbot or due to the fact that users learned
the pragmatics of the chatbot, and therefore the conversation
became smoother with less errors? From Table 1. we can see
that the second interaction had a lower error rate compared to
the first, in all cases but for Task 2. Furthermore, P3 expressed
that the second chatbot was easier since you got the same
task. But it was probably not the recognition of task which
made it easier, but the knowledge of how to perform the tasks
successfully due to onboarding in the first interaction. Hence,
users must have learned how to talk to the chatbots and then
used those learnings in the second interaction, which made the
conversation flow smoother.

One part that is essential during onboarding is error handling.
The error handling of the chatbots was a message informing
the user to enter the input again. From what was observed in
the user studies, this type of error message was not enough
since it did not provide any guidance of what went wrong.
This has also been highlighted by Mielke [22], who suggested
that when an input is invalid, the chatbot has to explain what

was expected and what was received. This kind of design
feedback is also stated by one of Shneiderman‘s classical
eight golden rules, ‘Offer simple error handling‘. If doing
an error, as they did, it should be easy for the users to find
their way back or find what they are looking for in the system.
As expressed by P4 and P5, provide the alternatives with the
highest correlation to the user to choose between. Due to the
restrictions of Chatfuel this was not possible to include in the
prototypes, which might have affected the results of how the
users perceived the chatbots.

The affect of using a restricted platform
The chatbot was perceived as limited in terms of system in-
telligence, since it could not identify all input. According
to Pelikan et al. [24] this might be due to the chatbot‘s ar-
chitecture, the chatbot has to understand in order to proceed.
Another aspect, also presented by Luger et al. [21] is that there
is a ‘gulf‘ between users expectations and the assessment of
the system intelligence, which makes the chatbot seem limited.
For the users to be able to formulate themselves in any way
they like, the system has to better understand the input. This
means that the NLP and AIML, which handle the translation
from user input for the computer to understand, must be bet-
ter in identifying the intents. When designing the chatbots
the intent was to be able to teach the chatbots to recognize
different inputs in order to give the right feedback. Also that
it would be possible to branch the conversation flow. How-
ever due to restriction in Chatfuel the design choices were not
always possible to implement, as for example being able to
branch the conversation, jump between sections depending on
input, train the chatbot in an effective way and set correlation
numbers. This led to the chatbot not working as intended in
some cases, e.g continuing even though the user said ‘no‘.
The flaws in the chatbots might, however, have contributed
with insights which otherwise might not have been detected.
If the users had expectations that was fulfilled in the proto-
type they might have thought of these details as obvious and
might not have payed any attention to them. So despite the
lack of functionality in the Chatfuel platform, this might have
helped to highlight those functionalities that people think of as
fundamental and crucial in a chatbot. Without consciously de-
signing for flaws I practiced what Donald Norman said about
low-fidelity prototypes [23, p. 227]:

“Sometimes ideas are best conveyed by skits, especially if
you‘re developing services or automated systems that are
difficult to prototype“

Final reflections
An interesting observation from the studies was how the par-
ticipants changed their language when going from one Task
to the next. It seemed as if the users managed the sessions
as one entire conversation, e.g when they were given a new
Task they started the conversation with “I also want...“ as
a continuation of the dialogue. The word ‘also‘ refers to a
continuation from something previous, and to an awareness of
time. As if the user is associating the chatting environment to
a normal chat with a human, hence it becomes natural for the
user to include additional words such as ‘also‘. As humans
are aware of the time aspect the inclusion of phrases like ‘Hi
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again‘, ‘Do you need help with anything else? ‘ might make it
necessary to include such habits to make users feel recognized
and appreciated by the chatbot. Especially in those cases when
the user returns to the chatbot for additional questions or to
continue with the last request.

The question is how should a chatbot actually be designed
when it comes to referring to itself, having a personal tone,
and expressing thought and ideas as if it were a human. Ac-
cording to Klüwer [14], it is good if the chatbot has a personal
touch in the conversation, since that makes the conversation
more natural and increases the feeling of trust. This thought
was also expressed by Zumbrunnen [36] from his learning
from building a chatbot. But at which level should the similar-
ities to human behavior be brought? For instance, character
traits as giving personal advice integrated in the regular an-
swers showed to be unnecessary and were rather perceived as
irritating. Additionally, users are not always interested in what
the chatbot finds to be useful readings. This kind of quality
are yet to explore in order to determine if it might be useful in
another domain.

An interesting aspect which arose in the user studies was if the
chatbot could have more functionalities and authority similar
to a human operator. The presented functionalities it has today
are rather safe and straightforward. What would happen if the
chatbot could try to convince the user, who is canceling an
insurance, to upgrade to a new one? What happens if it would
be possible to reason with the chatbot in order for the user to
get better offers, lower the insurance price or other types of
upsell.

Future work
There is still research to be done in areas regarding how to
handle the uncertainty of a user‘s input. An idea yet to be ex-
plored, is for the chatbot to present how it perceived an input
and ask the user to confirm if it was correctly understood. For
example, if the user enters ‘I would like to cancel my house
insurance? ‘ the chatbot could say ‘Are you sure you want to
cancel your house insurance‘. Another aspect is to investigate
if users perceive chatbots differently depending on the graphic
design, does the reliability level change according to the visu-
als. In addition another area of interest is how to document
the dialogue tree, which is an essential part throughout the
whole development process of a chatbot. It has to be easy to
get a good overview of what it looks like. A dialogue tree
is not straightforward but could go in various directions, as
a net, which is complex to design. One other aspect is what
happens in the future, when users are more accustomed to use

chatbots, which are the expectations at that point? Finally how
should the platform be designed in order to support both the
onboarding of novice users but also facilitate for the experts.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work users expectations and demands on a conversa-
tional user interfaces have been discussed when faced with an
insurance customer support chatbot. Based on the research
question what expectations and demands does a novice user
have, when interacting with a chatbot within an insurance
domain? The study showed that there are some aspects or key
stones which is important to keep in mind when designing a
chatbot within the insurance domain. Firstly, depending on the
level of system intelligence, the chatbot should present itself
as a chatbot in order to set the expectations and limitations
right for the user. Secoundly, the information from the chat-
bot has to be concise and to the point and in cases where the
information could be questioned a reference has to be added
in order to make the information credible. Furthermore, the
chatbot needs to show progress and system status, summaries
of decisions, show alternativs to a suggested recommendation,
manage user history and being able to integrate other features
directly in the conversation flow. Finally, the most essential
part among the expectations of a chatbot is that it should be
able to handle all sors of input from the user and provide feed-
back when the intentions are unclear. Hence, the users expect
to be able to answer a question in the same manner as it has
been formulated by the chatbot.

In general, users‘ demands the chatbot to have a good dialogue
system where users get support and guidance for the next
possible interaction step. Users experience in interacting with
chatbots is still on a novice level, therefore the onboarding
part is essential. Especially when the chatbot are intended
to be used in high responsibility domains, such as insurance,
the onboarding is important for the user to feel confident and
secure in the interactions.
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